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Grazing our common
In the past, common land was generally used for grazing livestock such as cattle, 
sheep and ponies. While the main purpose was to provide an income for the 
commoners, it also shaped the vegetation, creating a variety of habitats which 
support a rich diversity of plants and animals.  However, today commons are 
often ungrazed, and users may be unfamiliar with grazing animals. This factsheet 
provides information on how to do it and who can help. 

Why graze ?

Most commons in lowland Britain have been 
shaped and managed by humans over the 
millennia. Grazing animals have played a key 
role in this (see FS3 Why does our common 
need to be looked after?), and most open 
habitats such as heathland, grassland and 
open woodland need grazing if we are to 
continue to enjoy these open landscapes and 
the huge variety of wildlife they can support.  
Grazing can be a sustainable way of managing 
these habitats, and once established can:  

Maintain cultural and historic landscapes
Help maintain a wide diversity of wildlife
Provide a return in the form of meat, dairy 
products, wool or surplus stock, and public 
enjoyment
Require little in the way of external inputs
Have a relatively low carbon footprint
Be undertaken by the local community
Provide interest and enjoyment for visitors

When introducing grazing, careful planning 
will help ensure the best results for the 
common, the livestock and of course the 
people using the common. The various stages 
needed in getting livestock on your commons 
are summarised in Figure 1.

 A Grazing Policy setting out the rationale 

behind your grazing scheme can be very 
useful, and will help ensure that there are no 
conflicts of interest and that all responsibilities 
are met.  The Grazing Advice Partnership (GAP) 
provides a helpful leaflet Developing a Grazing 
Policy – a Checklist, available from its website.  
A nature conservation or farming adviser will 
be able to help you make the various decisions 
needed about your husbandry system.

Introducing grazing animals is a 
great way bring a common back into 
the community by involving nearby 
commoners, farmers, smallholders and 
people who use the common, making it 
a real focus for community action and a 
continuing source of interest to regular 
users.

People often enjoy seeing livestock such as these Exmoor 
and New Forest ponies on their common
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Figure 1. Steps for reintroducing 
grazing to your common or green.

Re-introducing grazing: things to think about

Who to talk to first

In bringing livestock onto a common, 
particularly if it hasn’t been grazed in living 
memory, it’s important to involve groups and 
individuals who are in any way linked to the 
common (see FS5 Who has an interest in our 
common for more information on who you 
might need to contact and how to find them).   

As plans progress, you may want to hold 
public consultations, drop in days, open days 
and guided walks to explain your objectives 
and foster community engagement and a 
wider sense of ownership of the project (see 
FS4 Getting started for more information).  

Before you bring livestock onto your site, you 
may also want to involve Trading Standards 
Officers and Local RSPCA officers to gain their 
advice and also increase their understanding 
of your grazing system. 

To be sure that grazing is the best way forward 
for your site, you should contact your local 
Natural England office if the site is a SSSI (see 
FS6 How important is our common?), your local 
Wildlife Trust or an appropriate ecological 
consultant.

Responsibilities

In bringing livestock to your common, there 
are three responsibilities you need to ensure 
are met:  to the livestock, to people using the 
site, and to the site and its wildlife.

Responsibilities to livestock:
One of the key decisions to make is whether 
you will be using a grazier, i.e. someone with 
their own animals who will bring them to the 
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site and take responsibility for them there; or 
whether you will be using your own livestock.  
The first option is much simpler in terms of 
day-to-day management of the animals.  

Make sure you have a suitable grazing 
licence/agreement with the grazier, so that 
all parties are clear about what is expected 
and who is responsible for what, whether a 
fee will be paid and who receives any agri-
environment payments (funding available to 
farmers and landowners who meet specified 
environmental targets on their land).  

If you are struggling to find a grazier, try Stock 
Keep (see Sources of further information) the 
UK’s largest free online database of graziers 
and landowners.  GAP provides further ideas in 
its information leaflet How to Find a Grazier.  

The second option, using your own stock, 
means you hold responsibility for the animals 
and must have the expertise and equipment 
to look after them, but gives you far more 
freedom in terms of what animals to use and 
how and when to graze.  

A third option is joining or forming a grazing 
partnership. This is an arrangement between 
interested organisations or individuals within 
a discreet area, who help each other out by 
contributing stock, staff, land, equipment, 
expertise or funding (such partnerships 
can also work together on marketing and 
publicity).  The GAP website includes an 
interactive map detailing existing grazing 
partnerships around the UK.

The owner/registered keeper of the animals 
always takes responsibility for:

Maintaining herd/flock farm records and ID
Livestock movement 
Disease and biosecurity (measures to 
prevent The spread of animal disease)
The welfare of the livestock

Particular attention to welfare is required 
on most commons, where vegetation 
productivity may be lower, and livestock 
may have to contend with features such as 

water bodies, uneven terrain, and unfenced 
roads.  Husbandry practices, including choice 
of livestock, may have to be adapted to 
accommodate the challenges of such sites. 

Anyone (including volunteers) carrying 
out daily livestock welfare checks must be 
competent, and be familiar with the relevant 
Defra Codes of Recommendations (see Further 
sources of information).  

These codes use the ‘Five Freedoms’ to form 
a framework for ensuring the physical and 
mental well-being of the animals. The Five 
Freedoms aim is to prevent suffering which 
may occur when an animal has difficulty in 
coping with environmental stresses that are 
too severe, too complex or too prolonged.  

They recognise suffering can be reduced or 
removed when an animal can take action to 
control its own welfare.  This is particularly 
relevant on sites such as commons, where 
livestock may frequently be exposed to some 
stress (such as coping with bad weather or 
low productivity vegetation) but they have 
considerable freedom to do something about 
it (such as find shelter, or roam to look for 
food) due to the size or diversity of the site.  

GAP’s Guide to Animal Welfare in Nature 
Conservation Grazing, available from the GAP 
website, provides in-depth information about 
what the five freedoms mean in practice 

Under the Welfare of Farmed Animals 
(England) Regulations 2000, the owner/
registered keeper is responsible for 
the welfare of the animals and must 
ensure that the animals are not caused 
any unnecessary pain, suffering or 
injury. Under the 2006 Animal Welfare 
Act, legislation for non-farmed animals 
(e.g. ponies) is the same as that for 
farmed animals.  The Act allows for 
preventive action to be taken before 
suffering occurs in a situation where it is 
apparent that suffering is likely to ensue 
otherwise. 
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for different livestock types, and should be 
consulted by anyone involved in grazing a 
common.

Apparently ‘wild’ ponies seen grazing in 
places like the New Forest, parts of Wales 
and the English uplands are in fact owned 
and registered, and have the same welfare 
requirements as other livestock.  In a few 
cases people are using feral animals for 
grazing (i.e. animals that have reverted from 
the domesticated state to one more or less 
resembling that in the wild and have persisted 
through successful breeding). 

However, once feral animals have been 
gathered and confined, they generally fall 
within the remit of welfare legislation.  In such 
a case you need to obtain further advice (e.g. 
from your local Trading Standards Officer, local 
RSPCA, or GAP).

Responsibilities to people using the site:  
As a common, your site will have public access 
under the CRoW Act 2000 and it may also be 
crossed by Public Rights of Way.  You therefore 
need to be sure that bringing livestock (plus 
any infrastructure involved) onto the site will 
not cause unacceptable risk to members of the 
public using the site.  

Carrying out a risk assessment is the best 
way to identify any possible safety conflict 
and ways to reduce risk. Engaging the local 
community at an early stage will keep them 
informed and raise awareness of any potential 
risks, as will suitable signs. The Health and 
Safety Executive provides a useful publication 
on cattle and public access on their website. 

Responsibilities for livestock  - what you 
should do:  
Carry out a livestock risk assessment before 
the animals arrive on site (see GAP’s Guide 
to Animal Welfare for Conservation Grazing)  
- and act on it. For example if a small quarry 
poses an unacceptable risk of injury to stock 
falling over the edge, then a short barrier 
of cut thorns may be an effective way to 
reduce the risk. Factors to consider include 
availability of forage and water, terrain and 
artificial structures on site, possibility of 
disease, ability to behave naturally on site, 
littering or vandalism etc. The GAP Guide to 
Animal Welfare in Nature Conservation Grazing 
provides an example of how to carry out a 
livestock risk assessment based on the Five 
Freedoms.

Write an Animal Health Plan (with your grazier) 
setting out the livestock system you are using 
(including type of stock, housing etc.) and 
considering each stage of the yearly cycle of 
husbandry.  This will help you/your grazier to 
use animal husbandry skills and good pasture 
management to prevent disease and reduce 
routine use of medicines. It should include 
contingency plans for situations such as bad 
weather, disease or fire.  The plan should be 
agreed with your veterinary surgeon, and if 
you are using ponies, it may be worthwhile 
asking the local RSPCA for their involvement, 
so they understand what your objectives are 

The Five Freedoms

The Farm and Animal Welfare Council 
developed “The five freedoms” as a 
framework for putting welfare legislation 
into practice:

1. Freedom from Hunger and Thirst
2. Freedom from Discomfort
3. Freedom from Pain, Injury or Disease
4. Freedom to Express Normal 

Behaviour
5. Freedom from Fear and Distress

Despite their appearance, Longhorns are amongst the most 
docile of traditional breeds and well suited to rough grazing
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and how you are caring for your stock.  GAP 
information leaflet Animal Health Plans sets 
out what you need to include and provides 
examples of health plans for each livestock 
type. 

Ensure an effective system for daily stock 
checks is in place. It should be clear from 
your grazing licence who will be responsible 
for daily stock checks. Even if you are using a 
grazier, members of the local community are 
often interested in helping to check stock (e.g. 
during their daily dog walk).  You need a robust 
system in place so that checkers, or “lookers” 
as they are sometimes called, know exactly 
what their remit is, what to look for and what 
to do in the case of an emergency. 

An example of a Lookers Action Plan is given 
in GAP leaflet Developing a grazing policy, 
and you will also want to carry out a risk 
assessment for Lookers.  GAP runs one-day 
training courses for stock checkers, or contact 
your local agricultural college to see if they 
run a course.  It’s also a good idea to leave an 
emergency telephone number for use by the 
public to report injured or distressed livestock 
for example on signs in car parks around the 
common.

Responsibility to the site and its wildlife:  
Making your site better for wildlife is of course 
one of the main reasons for bringing stock 
on.  While this is generally very beneficial, 
there are some species which may be directly 
vulnerable to livestock trampling (e.g. reptiles), 
or to the effects of livestock grazing (e.g. some 
invertebrates).  

If you don’t have the expertise to evaluate the 
risks yourself, you need to be sure to consult 
with the right people before introducing 
grazing (see FS5 Who has an interest in 
the common?).  There may be features of 
archaeological interest to consider too 
(although grazing is often an acceptable way 
of managing such features).  

Monitoring (see FS16 Are we getting it right?) 
is an essential tool to establish whether the 
grazing is achieving what you hoped, and to 

inform any changes to the grazing scheme.

Which type of livestock is best?

Species, breed, gender, background, age 
and whether breeding or not all influence 
how livestock behave, what they will eat, the 
husbandry that will be needed, how easy 
they are to handle and how they respond to 
people.  The GAP Breeds Profile Handbook 
available from the GAP website provides 
a good general introduction to different 
livestock types, and also includes profiles for 
many of the breeds most commonly used in 
conservation grazing. For example: 

Cows can manage longer, tussocky grasses; 
ponies will create a shorter sward; sheep 
can create a short sward too, and are more 
selective, often targeting flowers, while 
goats will go for woody plants and can be 
used to control encroaching scrub.  Cattle 
and ponies will cause more trampling, which 
can be very beneficial in creating habitat for 
wildlife

Hardy breeds are much better able to cope 
with conditions on semi-natural sites.  You 
might want to choose a light-coloured breed 
which will be easier to see (particularly 
important on sites crossed by unfenced 
roads)

Regardless of breed, background is 
important – how and where the animals 
have been reared. Livestock which are 
already familiar with semi-natural vegetation 
will do much better than those reared on 
improved grass swards typical of many 
farms.  Locally-sourced animals are more 
likely to have immunity to localised disease 
such as ‘red water’ (ask your local vet if this 
is relevant in your area)

Younger animals tend to be more frisky, and 
will benefit from the wisdom of their elders 
in terms of foraging.  Do not use bulls over 5 
months without cows (dairy bulls are illegal 
on sites with public rights of way), stallions 
or cows with young calves (under 12 weeks) 
at foot
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Breeding animals need extra care, and 
mothers with young offspring are likely to 
be more aggressive

Sheep are particularly vulnerable to dogs 
and should be avoided on sites that are 
heavily dog-walked. Ponies and cows are 
better with dogs, but pose more danger to 
people if something goes wrong, so choose 
stock which won’t react aggressively to 
dogs, for example a docile breed or those 
acclimatised to dogs

Get to know your animals –change any that 
are flighty, aggressive, over inquisitive or 
react badly to dogs and have arrangements 
in hand to remove any animal that becomes 
a problem

Tips for grassland grazing with horses

Unimproved grassland is often much sought after by horse and pony owners, as it is not 
too lush and less likely to cause laminitis and obesity

Native hardy ponies are best for the site, as they can tackle coarser vegetation.  Domestic 
horses and ponies are less suitable as they are more selective 

“Horse sick” grassland (where sensitive species are lost and hhthistle, docks and ragwort 
invade bare ground) can be prevented by avoiding overgrazing

Mixing or alternating with other stock such as cattle and sheep will help prevent 
ungrazed latrine areas from developing and reduce parasite burdens

For further information see Natural England’s pamphlet “Horses, grassland and nature 
conservation” available from their website. 

Hardy breeds such as Hereford cattle and New Forest ponies cope with coarse, tussocky vegetation

Bringing grazing animals to your site 
opens up all sorts of potential for 
community engagement: 

Encourage volunteers to become 
involved in daily checks, and try ‘farm 
gate’ sales of produce

Run an ‘adopt an animal’ scheme, ask 
the local school or college along to 
meet the animals

Invite any local painting, sculpture 
or photography groups along  and 
remember livestock are a great 
attraction on open days.
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What else is needed?

Before you reintroduce livestock to your 
common you will need to ensure that the 
appropriate infrastructure is in place and fully 
functional.  You may need some or all of:

Fencing, including gates

Cattle grids

Shelter (can be natural)

Water supply (can be natural) (see GAP 
information leaflet Watering stock on sites)

Handling system – permanent or mobile (see 
GAP leaflets Handling systems for ponies and 
Cattle handling facilities)

Somewhere to provide supplementary feed 
(trampling and nutrient enrichment from 
this can be detrimental to wildlife on the 
site)

Back-up land to remove stock to in case of 
illness of lack of forage

For ideas about how to place infrastructure 
and manage vegetation to maximise the 
enjoyment of people on your site and reduce 
the possibility of conflict, see GAP information 
leaflet Grazing stock on sites with public access.  

Fencing or road calming measures on common 
land are likely to require consent from 
the Secretary of State (see FS13 Works and 
consents).There are also lots of things you can 
do to help people using the common to feel 
comfortable with and gain enjoyment from 
the livestock. 

When the stock arrive, hold ‘meet the animals’ 
days – you could keep stock penned for a 
short while to facilitate this.  Consider an 
‘adopt an animal’ scheme.  Run training 
courses for people wanting to become 
‘lookers’ or to keep an eye on the site as a 
voluntary warden.  Put up suitable signs on 
access points, providing information about the 
grazing, why it is needed, and contact details 

for more information. Contact, or form, a local 
dog walking forum. 

Urban sites often need special consideration, 
as they are can be used by a large number of 
people who may have little understanding of 
livestock and farming practices.  Fire can be 
a big issue on urban sites, so make sure you 
have a fire plan, and liaise with your local fire 
service.  

Many urban commons have a high number 
of dog walkers, so make sure you address this 
(see text box).  Particular care should be taken 
when undertaking stock checks to inspect 
infrastructure for any damage and look for 
any dangerous rubbish such as plastic bags or 
garden clippings that may contain toxic plants.

On sites crossed by unfenced roads, it is 
important to take measure to reduce the 
chance of traffic accidents. Reflective 
collars or bands can be used to increase 
the visibility of the livestock.  

Consider clearing scrub along roads (if 
compatible with other site objectives)  to 
increase the likelihood of stock near the 
road being seen.  

Use your knowledge of the stocks’ daily 
routine to place infrastructure in a way 
which will reduce the frequency with 
which they cross roads e.g. by ensuring 
water is available on both sides of a 
site bisected by a road. Use fencing to 
channel animals away from dangerous 
crossing places e.g. in a dip.  

Stock-activated slow signs or lights can 
be used together with traffic calming 
measures. It is particularly important 
to publicise the arrival of the livestock 
on the site as widely as possible so that 
regular road users will be aware of their 
presence.  

See GAP information leaflet No. 7 
Reducing stock casualties on roads.
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Dogs

Dogs can worry, injure and kill livestock, 
particularly sheep. Dog walkers can be 
worried by horses and ponies and cattle, 
which may be aggressive to dogs. Dog 
walkers are often very faithful to their 
chosen walking areas, so why not use 
this dedication and love of the site to 
help with management?

You may want to consider training 
sessions for dog walkers (see case study 
Malverns) to inform them about the 
livestock and hopefully interest them in 
helping out, for example by undertaking 
regular stock checks.  

Make sure dog walkers are aware of 
dangers to livestock, and how to behave 
to reduce this.  

Signs and advice for walkers with dogs 
are issued by NFU and The Ramblers (see 
links) and include advice on keeping 
dogs under close control, walking 
around herds, not getting between 
mothers and young, being calm and 
quiet around stock, and to let your dog 
go if threatened to avoid danger to 
yourself.

See GAP information leaflet No. 12 Dogs 
and grazing for more information.  
Information leaflet No.3 also provides 
some useful information on dogs and 
byelaws and case studies of good 
practice.

Some handy tips...

How about using cow bells or even a 
GPS tracking systems to help locate 
animals? 

Llamas can be used as  guard animals 
to help protect sheep against dogs

If rearing stock for meat, consider ‘farm 
gate’ sales to the local community, 
branded as from your common

Livestock keepers/site managers may 
find it easier to liaise with dog walkers 
if they have a dog themselves

On urban sites, consider painting or 
carving any potentially removable 
infrastructure in distinctive colours or 
patterns so it is easily recognisable.  
Similarly, if using ponies, you may want 
to use relatively unattractive animals 
that no one will take a fancy to…

Livestock often consider the area of 
the site where they were first released 
as their home spot – and will return 
regularly – useful for checking or 
rounding them up.  You can reinforce 
this by locating a water trough or 
supplementary feeding in this area

When engaging the services of a 
vet, see if you can link up with other 
conservation grazing schemes nearby.  
That way your vet will already be 
familiar with the practicalities and 
issues of grazing a semi-natural site for 
nature conservation benefit

In other parts of Europe, sheep 
shepherding still takes place.  This has 
been tried in this country, and you may 
want to consider it for a very large site 
or linked sites

A gate painted with bright colours will make it more
 difficult to sell, so less likely to be taken.
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There are several general sources of advice for conservation grazing, including:

Natural England:  www.naturalengland.org.uk
Soil Association:  www.soilassociation.org
County Wildlife Trusts:  www.wildlifetrusts.org/index.php?section=localtrusts
Farming and Wildlife Advice Group:  www.fwag.org.uk

Specific Links

Defra information on health, welfare, movement and ID for farm animals:
www.defra.gov.uk/foodfarm/farmanimal/index.htm

Defra information on movement and ID for equines:
www.defra.gov.uk/wildlife-pets/pets/horses/index.htm

Equine industry welfare guidelines compendium for welfare information for horses, ponies and 
donkeys

www.newc.co.uk/codes/industry.php

Grazing Advice Partnership information leaflets, Breeds Profiles, Guide to Animal Welfare for 
Conservation Grazing, Grazing Schemes map and conservation grazing email discussion forum:

www.grazingadvicepartnership.org.uk

Health and safety executive information on Cattle and public access in England and Wales
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/agindex.htm

Health and safety executive information on common zoonoses in agriculture
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/agindex.htm 

Llamas as livestock guards
www.britishllamasociety.org/Activities/page42/page42.html

Stock keep – UK-wide database of graziers and landowners:
www.sheepkeep.co.uk

The Ramblers Association advice Walking close to cows: Do’s and Don’ts
www.ramblers.org.uk/news/latest_news/Cowsdosanddonts.htm
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